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GLA 78 Wimbledon Common, Candidate LIGS
London Borough of Merton, Wandsworth TQ 2301 7245 (for Windmill)
Ownership: Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators
Wimbledon Common with Putney Heath is the largest area of heathland in Greater London. High quality
habitats associated with acidic soils include both wet and dry heath; one of London's very few valley bogs;
extensive areas of acid grassland, woodland, and scrub; several ponds and a section of the Beverley Brook.
From the western side of the Common, there are views across the Beverley Brook valley to Kingston Hill and
Richmond Park. The habitats reflect the underlying geology which here forms soils of poor agricultural quality
owing to the prevalence of acidic gravel, and thus may be why the land remains an open space of heath and
birch woodland. The Geologists’ Association ran field trips to the Common in 19001 and 19172. Putney Heath
was designated a LIGS site in 2009 (GLA 25) and although Richmond Common shows similar lithologies to
Richmond Park (GLA 70) – they are on the same plateau, bisected by the Beverley Brook – the geology of
neither Merton nor Wandsworth were represented by LGP and so Wimbledon Common was added as a
designated site. It is especially noteworthy for its exposure of Bagshot Sand.
Geology
There are four main lithologies. The London Clay Formation lies at the base, passing up into the sandier
Claygate Member of that formation (both Thames Group). In a small area just south of the common, the
British Geological Survey map shows that the Claygate Member is succeeded by the Bagshot Formation
(Bracklesham Group). The whole sequence is Paleogene (Eocene) in age. On the highest ground is the
Quaternary Black Park Gravel Member, the oldest of the Thames Gravels following the retreat of the Anglian
ice sheet which diverted the Thames into its present course through London from its earlier, more northerly
route.
The London Clay is the ‘solid’ rock that underlies most of London. The London Clay forms the surface on the
western side of the Common where it slopes towards the Beverley Brook but elsewhere it is mostly overlain
by the Black Park Gravel. The London Clay Formation including the Claygate Member supports mixed
woodland on the Common. As it is a soft clay it is easily eroded and usually difficult to see in outcrop, but it
can be seen at a pond at TQ 2274 7306, especially after a dry spell has lowered the water level. This is west
of King’s Mere and is close to the boundary of GLA 25.
The top of the London Clay is about 50 million years old and so there must have been this many years of
erosion before the Black Park Gravel was deposited. The Claygate Member (the uppermost part of the
London Clay Formation) and the Bagshot Sands originally extended right across the London area, deposited
in a near-shore marine environment. There may also have been younger rocks which left no trace.
After deposition great earth movements saw the closure of the precursor to the Mediterranean Sea as Africa
collided with Europe and the Alpine Chain was created. In England old faults were reactivated in the process
so that the deep basin of the Weald of southeast England was elevated to become an upfold and the London
Valley became a downfold, thus protecting the sediments to some extent, as erosion is much more prevalent
in high areas. The London Clay itself was deposited in deeper water than the Claygate Member and the
Bagshot Formation at a time when south-east England was covered by a warm tropical sea. Seasonal rain
caused wide rivers to discharge large amounts of clay into the sea from a coastline probably now in the
Midlands. Fossils of land plants and animals found within the marine clay have allowed researchers to
compare the scene to Malaysia at the present day. A reconstruction showing turtles and a nautiloid swimming
close to a shoreline of mangroves and nipa palm can be found in a book about the natural history of
Wimbledon Common and Putney Heath3. A London Clay fossil of a nautiloid was obtained from a borehole
on Wimbledon Common described in the chapter on the geology. Microfossils of foraminifera found locally
indicate that the water depth was in the region of 200m at the time of deposition3. Other fossils have been
found in past excavations for building works just outside the Common boundary3.
The Claygate Member underlies all the higher parts of the Common and can be seen in a steep slope beside
the track near the north-west end of Queen’s Mere, at approximately TQ 225 725. It was deposited as the
London Clay Sea became shallower with in turn the shoreline becoming closer enabling an increased supply
of coarser grained sediment.
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The London Clay and the Claygate Member were dug on the Common for brickmaking during the 19th century.
A number of pits are still visible, but degraded, with little or no exposure.
What we believe to be the Bagshot Sand Formation is exposed in the horse ring off Gravelly Ride at TQ 2215
7166. It is not mapped by the BGS which shows only an outcrop to the south of the Common on Copse Hill.
It lies at a similar elevation and has the same iron-rich appearance as the Bagshot Sand on Hampstead
Heath although a formal analysis is yet to be made. It is the only exposure of Bagshot Sand in south London
that we are aware of.
As mentioned above, the highest ground, forming a flat plateau reaching over 50m OD, is covered by the
Quaternary Black Park Gravel Member of the Thames Valley Formation. Also extending across Putney Heath
(GLA 25), and Richmond Common (GLA 70). It is the oldest of the post-diversion Thames terrace gravels,
deposited as the Anglian ice sheet retreated about 400,000 years ago (Marine Oxygen Isotope Stage or MIS
12-11). The ice sheet was the most extensive known of the Quaternary glaciations, and the only one to reach
London, although it never reached as far south as Wimbledon. The ice diverted the Thames from its earlier
course which was through the Vale of St Albans into central and northern Essex. The Black Park Gravel is
the first post-diversion deposit of the Thames to be laid down in its present course through Greater London.
Evidence for this is seen at the Hornchurch Railway Cutting SSSI in East London (GLA 19) where it rests on
(and so post-dates) glacial till abandoned by the retreating Anglian ice sheet4,5. The gravel contains a larger
proportion of exotic fragments than the later gravels as a direct consequence of its proximity to the ice sheet
that carried clasts from all over the country. As in the other Thames gravels by far the greatest proportion of
the pebbles are flints. No animal bones or human artefacts have been found within the gravels of the plateau.
On Wimbledon Common the deposit is about 3m thick, this increasing westward to Richmond Park owing to
an increase in the overall dip in that direction. The gravel is exposed on the ground in places, particularly
eroded areas, and at the Bluegate former gravel pit (SW corner: TQ 234 717), on the east side of the
Common. Now a large pond, more of the gravel is visible after a long dry spell. The pit was disused by the
end of the 19th century.
On the lower slopes towards the Beverley Brook are lobes of gravel mapped by the British Geological Survey
as 'undifferentiated'; also, several valleys descending to the Beverley Brook contain Head. This is a deposit
resulting from downslope mass movement of material caused by freeze-thaw action during the last ice age
(the Devensian) which ended nearly 12,000 years ago. The valleys descending to the Beverley Brook have
been formed by springs issuing at the contact between the porous gravels and the underlying clay. The most
famous is Caesar’s Well (TQ 223 715), which pre-dates Julius Caesar with granite stones laid around the
well in 1872. The Beverley Brook valley itself contains alluvium.
Access
Wimbledon Common has open public access and is well supplied by public transport along the A219
Wimbledon Park Side. There is a car park (near the Windmill) at the end of Windmill Road off the A219.
Nearby is a Visitor Centre, toilets, and café but it can be crowded at weekends. The Common has a network
of paths, and bridleways which also carry cycle traffic. Section 6 of the Capital Ring crosses Wimbledon
Common (see: Section 6 of 15: Wimbledon Park to Richmond (Friars Lane) (innerlondonramblers.org.uk)).
There is a golf course on part of the common with a need to watch out for players and golf balls.
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Wimbledon Common boundary stone and windmill

Former Bluegate Gravel Pit in the Black Park Gravel

Spring near Caesar’s Well,
Bagshot Sand Formation in base of
flowing towards Beverley Brook
Horse Exercise Ring
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